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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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platínidos
It is a group of 6 chemical elements of transition which are used as catalysts.  This elements are also called of the
Platinum family.  Are rhodium (Rh), palladium (Pd), ruthenium (Ru), osmium (Os), Iridium (Ir) and Platinum (Pt)

plato
It is a circular vessel flat which is integral part of dishes, in the you can serve soups, desserts, dry, salads, meats and
desserts.  It is also every one of the delicacies prepared in each region or country.  Gastronomic or culinary specialty. 
Escudilla, Bowl, dish, meal, food, phono.  In Colombia we say dish large drive or rear disc where it is embedded in rear
wheel bicycle chain and where are the pedals.  Pinion.  In Colombia is the name of a municipality of the Magdalena
Department, port on the Magdalena river and famous for the legend of the alligator man.

plato pando
In Colombia the dry dish, is a shallow dish, flat or plain.

platón
Plate augmentative.  Flat container usually enameled, which is used for hand washing.  In Colombia sink, aguamanil. 
washbasin, container, jofaina, bucket, basin.  Name of a Greek philosopher, follower of Socrates and teacher of
Aristotle.  He developed his doctrines with myths and allegories and founded the Academy of Athens.  Name of a Crater
of la Luna and a Spanish musical duet, formed by the Gómez-Cambronero brothers.  Name of a saint of the Catholic
Church, known as St. Plato of Constantinople.  He died on April 4, 813. 

platudos
In Colombia it means rich, dwelled, wealthy.  They have a lot of money or a lot of money.

plauto
Named after a comic poet of Ancient Rome.  Titus Maccius Plautus was a Latin comedian. 

play
It's an English language word meaning game.  In Colombia colloquially it means subject, subject, story, motive, reason. 

player
It's an English language word meaning player.  It also means game fan, gambler. 

playera
It is a way of calling a t-shirt in several countries Centroamricanos.  In Argentina they also say t-shirt.  Undershirt.

playlist
It means musical list or list of songs to play.  It is a word of English origin.  A user's music list. 

playoff
In many sports they are direct games that take place after a knockout or group stage.  From them a winner is always
determined who is still in competition and the loser is eliminated.  It is also called mata mata stage, elimination or
tiebreakers.  It is an English term. 



playón
It is the land which is formed by accumulation of sediment on the banks of the rivers after floods.  They are generally
very fertile but liable to new flooding land.  It is a municipality of the Santander Department in Colombia.  Big beach. 
Flat, stony and sandy land that remains after an avalanche or a flood.

playroom
It is an English language word, which means game room, game room.  enclosed enclosure where you can practice
various games.

plazas
Plural of square.  It is a small public space, used in a variety of activities.  Market , gallery .  It is a surname of Spanish
origin. 

plácemes
Plural of pláceme .  From plácemes, means bliss, elegy, congratulations, congratulations.  That floods them with
pleasure, happiness.  Happy, blissful, cheerful. 

plántagos
It is the name of several medicinal plants in the plantginaceae family.  It is another common name given to plants called
llantén or plántago.  It receives many other common names, such as: canary, ballico, reed, five veins, gitanilla, hare ear.
 The scientific name of the most common is Plantago major and belongs to the family Plantaginaceae.  Llantenes,
lantenes, reeds, gypsies.

plántula
In forestry is a plant newly germinated, ready for transplant.  Plant encapachada.  Tree plant, germinated in the nursery,
ready to trade.

plántulas
It is the name given to the tiny plants, sprouts in a seedling or a nursery.  Plant newly germinated, ready for the
encapachado (seed or transplant to a bag or capacho).

plásmico
It means plasma relatives.  State of matter.

plásmido
It is a type of chromosome with no associated proteins and is widely used as a vector in Genetic Engineering given its
ability to self-replicate.  They are used to, for example, produce insulin production more easily.

plástico
Synthetic or organic material that stops molding easily.  In the field of language means that it is lively or of great
expressive force.  Plastic material has the ability to be deformed without breaking.

plásticos
They are derived, synthetic materials from the oil, achieved by polymerization.  Its main features are its elasticity and
flexibility, as well as let you give forms and be molded easily.  The big disadvantages are the fact of having to be



handled within certain temperature ranges because they are very combustible and generate toxic fumes, that do not
easily degrade after used.  It is currently a major source of environmental pollution. In soil science, kind of soil that stops
molding easily.  Non-permeable.  Clay soils.  Waterproof.

plátano
In Colombia it is a type of plant and its fruit.  Its fruits are not edible raw, as they are hard and somewhat astringent,
although when ripe they could be used, but so they are somewhat soft and a little sweet.  It can be eaten cooked green
or fried ripe.  It is also called banana, cambur or topocho.  They are very similar to bananas, which have edible fruits
when ripe and are very sweet.  Both plants are from the family Musaceae and the genus Musa.  They are not trees but
perennial herbs of large size and technically called megaphorbia. 

plática
It means talk, conversation, speech, sermon.  Speech to stimulate or encourage listening.  Arenga, proclamation,
proclamation, preaching, catholic.

plebe
In Colombia it is a group of people who act in disarray and who usually scrolls by razing with what they find.  It is
synonymous clan, ethnicity, tribe, troop, troop, gang, horde, gang, crowd, mob, caterva, candida.  Colloquial way to call
the people in general, mob.  People, town or crowd.

plebedad
It means ordinariness, rudeness, vulgarity.  Obscenity, dissonant word, bad word. 

plebeyez
It is the condition or quality of human beings who are subjected to an imperial or monarchical Government and does not
belong to the nobility.  Of the common people.  Vassals, serfs, subordinates, Plebs, mob.

plebeyo
That belongs to the commoner.  It's ordinary, ordinary, of the people.  In Colombia it also means gang member, mob,
horde.  In the Middle Ages, server or employee, person who served the lord.  Servant.

plectrocarpa
It means fruit with thorns.  Having fruit with thorns.  It is a genus of plants belonging to the family Zygophyllaceae.

plegaria
Prayer rising to God or the Saints, asking for something.  To say prayer, prayer, prayer, supplication, ejaculation,
rogativa, invocation.  It means that you folded, he kneels, ask with humility and devotion.

pleguete
Tendril or tingle of lagoons climbing plants such as the vine, which serves them to grab or hold on to something that
holds them.  Hook. 

pleitero
It means pendenciero, fight, conflict.  He likes lawsuits and arguments.



pleito
In jurisprudence mean litigation, case, judgement, process, cause, demand, debate, controversy, dispute, quarrel,
discussion, pendency, rina, fight.  Contest, I find.

pleitos
In law litigation, cases, processes, causes, debates, demands and disputes.  Plural of lawsuit.  Dispute, lawsuit,
discussion.  It is also synonymous with rina, fight, you skirmish, it pendency.

plejía
It is a Greek suffix that means paralysis, cessation.

plena
In Colombia it means full, full, satisfied, whole, full, full, overflowing, flooded.  All of the members, plenary meeting,
Assembly.

plenarias
In Colombia, the Congress is divided into Senate and House of representatives and each section has various
committees of studies.  Plenary sessions are meetings of delegates involving all commissions at the same time.  They
are also called plenary when you attend the Congress in full i.e. Senators and representatives.

plenas
Plural of full .  It means complete, full.  In Colombia also colloquially means cheerful, content, satisfied. 

pleocroismo
It is a ability that some minerals have to absorb light in different way, which allows to vary their coloration according to
the angle of the observer.

pleofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of large bodies of water or of sailing on them. 

pleonasmo
He is a rhetorical figure to reinforce an idea.  Words that reiterate a concept.  Reiteration, redundancy. 

pleroma
It is a term of Greek origin that means to fill.  Fullness, saturate, overflow.  It is a term used in Gnostic doctrines.  In
botany, it refers to the deepest layer of primary meristematic tissues at a point of growth.  In botany it is also the name of
a genus of plants, belonging to the family Melastomataceae.  It is also called Tibuchina.  They have purple flowers and
are commonly referred to as seven leathers. 

pletórico
It means full, full, rich, full, filled, saturated, loaded.  It further refers to feelings such as joy, satisfaction and emotions.

pleuronectiforme
In Zoology it is a fish taxon.  It means it has a flat shape, which looks like a plate.  Etymologically means fish that nothing



on the side. 

plexímetro
In medicine, is the name given the middle finger or the index finger of a doctor when it is used in indirect percussion
(playing the part to examine).  It is also called finger support.  The finger of the other hand which is the knocking is called
finger hammer.

plétora
It means wealth, overpopulation, excess, profusion and excess.  In biology excess blood or other organic liquid in the
body.

pléyade
It means many .  Name of each of the stars that make up the Taurus star cluster.  Name of the seven nymphs,
daughters of the titan Atlas and the sea nymph Pleyone. 

plinia
It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Myrtaceae.  It means dedicated to Pliny, in honor of Pliny.  It consists of
about 80 species and are native to Tropical America. 

plisado
Means with folds or creases.  It is an inflection of pleating, which means folding, folding, pucker, escarolar, pucker, curl.

plitidepsina
It is the name of a medicine being tested in Spain to treat Covid-19.  It is extracted from the ascidias that make up the
plankton present in almost all seas, but especially from the Aplidium albicans. 

plomero
In Colombia he is a worker who is dedicated to making installations or repairs in water conduction pipes. 

plomizos
Plural of plumbing .  It means it looks like lead or it has the color of lead.  Grey, grayish. 

plomo
It is a chemical element, chemical symbol Pb and atomic number 82.  In Colombia it means bullet, or Plumb.  You can
specify vertical or fall free.  Rest something heavy on its base.

plomoso
It means that contains lead, or that is of that color.  Grey, grey, grey.  It also means heavy and uncomfortable.

ploo
It is the name of a planet with four satellites is the wars.  The full name of the planet is Plooriod.  Answer to any question
that is unknown you with certainty its response.  Hesitant response.



plox
It is a term used by users of videos and games from the internet, which means "please"

plr
It is the acronym for Private label rights.  Private etiquette rights in Internet Marketing.  These are the intellectual
property rights sold by an author. 

plugir
It can mean enjoyment, pleasure, taste, or desire.  Also feel pleasure.  It could also be considered as meaning to
supplicate, to ask, to beg, to implore.  It's a term that's no longer in use. 

plugo
It is an irregular inflection of pleasure in the past time (the regular is plació).  It means to please, to please. 

plugo es sinónimo de rogar?
It is an inflection of pleasure ( it is an irregular verb ).  You willed.  It means to feel satisfaction, I like.  It is a form that is
almost no longer used.  It appears in ancient cults and theatrical texts.  Some still use it as a prayer, supplication,
request.

plujo
It is an irregular inflection of pleasure, in past or past time (the regular is plació).  It means to please, to please. 

pluma
In Colombia, it has several meanings.  It may be keratinous structure that covers the body of birds, can be a wrench, tap
or faucet.  A kind of crane to lift weights at high altitude.  It is also the name of a category in the sport of boxing (weights
of boxers between 54 and 57 kilos).  It is also a way to call a ball point pen or the spherographic pen to ink.

plumas
In Colombia is synonymous with taps, keys and pens.  Keratinous coverage of birds very strong, composed of some
corneal appendices with two special features the canon slim and elongated and chins, soft and filiform.  Feathers are
also cranes masts.  Ornaments.

plumbagina
It is a kind of graphite, which is used to make mines for pencils.

plumber
It is a word in the English language, meaning plumber, plumber.  Person who arranges pipes and the pipes of the
aqueduct.

plumbonacrita
It is the name of a mineral that is classified as a Lead carbonate.  It has a mother-of-pearl or pearl-like appearance.  It
was used in the filling of many paintings. 

plumíferas



It means that it has feathers, that its body is covered with feathers.  It's a generic way to call birds. 

plural
It means several elements.  Multiple, varied, diverse.  A grammatical number expressing more than one unit, of several
elements, or objects. 

plurentnico
plurentnico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Plurietnico" as meaning:<br>I think that they ask for
Plurietnico. If so it means that they meet and co-exist people belonging to different races and different communities.
Mixed population of different cultures and customs, who are living together.

plurietnia
Condition of a population that lives together despite belonging to different ethnic groups.

plurietnicidad
It is the quality of a country or territory contain a multiplicity of ethnic groups or ethnic groups.  That has several villages
in customs and different origins.

pluriglosia
Pluriglosia is the same as Poliglosia. It is the quality of talk, read, write, understand several languages or languages.
Polyglot. Pluriglota.

plurilin
It is a very familiar and colloquial way of referring to a multilingual, to a polyglot. It is a person who speaks several
languages or multiple languages.

plurimo
It means plurality of elements, multiplicity .  From multiple media or sources.

pluscuamperfecto
It is a time of past conjugation in our language.  It means past facts that relate to each other (one before the other).  Fact
before another that had already happened.

pluteo
The correct term is plotting (or platteo).  It is an inflection of plot.  It means developing maps, banners, banners or any
kind of notice, using a plotter (or plotter).  Draw, print, design.  Also referred to the plot, which is a machine that works in
line with a computer or computer, linear plotter.

pluton
The correct term is Pluto, with tilde.  Name of the long-considered ninth planet of our solar system.  Today it is
considered a dwarf planet.   It has 5 natural satellites.  In Ancient Rome, he was the god of the underworld and
darkness.  It was equivalent to Hades of Ancient Greece.  It was discovered in 1930.

pluviera



Relative to rainfall, Relative to the quantity and intensity of rainfall.  Pluviometric. 

pluviofilia
Fascination or attraction to rain.  Love for the rains. 

pluviómetro
It is an apparatus used in Meteorology and Climatology, which is installed in the stations to measure the amount of
precipitation that is in an area.  Apparatus that measures rainfall or the amount of rain. 

plúmbicos
It is the plural of plumbic.  It means containing lead, which is related to the lead (Latin Plumbum).  It is also a kind of
homeopathic treatment which are given to the patient very low doses of lead.

pma
WFP is the acronym or abbreviation's environmental management Plan. It is a document of a technical nature that
describes the activities that will take place in a development project to mitigate, compensate, lessen or eliminate
possible environmental impact that can be generated. You must present to the competent environmental authority and if
approved means must be the environmental license.

pneumovirus
It is a class of viruses that affect the airways of animals, but especially birds, canines and cattle.  They also affect
humans.  Group of viruses belonging to the family Pneumoviridae (which were previously classified as a genus of the
family Paramyxoviridae). 

po
Name of a large river in Northern Italy and flowing into the Adriatic Sea. 

poblacional
It means population-related.  It belongs to, is dedicated or related to the inhabitants of a territory.

poblaron
It is an inflection of populate.  It means settle, settle, occupy, live, live.

pobrecito
In Colombia is an expression of compassion. It indicates that the person or animal that is referenced has suffered from a
medical condition or calamity.

poceta
It's one of the ways to call a sanitary cup.  Inodoro, toilet, toilet.  It can also mean pool, pool, pool, pond, pool, lagoon or
pond.  Derogatory well derivative.

pocha concha
They are vulgar ways to refer to the female sexual organ, depending on countries and sometimes regions of the same
country. Pocha is used in Guatemala and El Salvador, shell in Argentina and Venezuela. There are other equally vulgar



terms used in Bedskirts, Chimba and Woodcock in Colombia.Si consider separately the words, pocha means also
colorless, or squalid ( if we refer to a person )  and it is a tree in Costa Rica. In relation to shell it is a bivalve animal, but
in Colombia it mean effrontery, impudence, boldness.

pochecas
In Colonbia they are called pochecas or puchecas to the breasts of women.  Oechugas, breasts, tits, udders. 

pochette
It is a word in the French language meaning wallet, purse, pocket or small wallet.  Also called by extension to something
that is of little size or smaller than normal or power (a man, a handkerchief, a musical instrument, etc.).  Handkerchief in
the pocket of the coat.

pocho
It means sad, grieving, discouraged.  It is also used to designate an overripe or rotten fruit.  Colloquially, Mexican or
Latino who lives in the United States and does not speak fluent Spanish is called pocho.

pochoclo
In Colombia we call them crisps and in English it is pop-corn (corn exploded or roasted).  The term pochoclo is the form
used in Argentina to refer to crisps or popcorn, which was popularized following a bad translation of pop-corn as
pop-choclo (being choclo, tender corn, so the translation in that case would be tender corn toteated  or sour corn, which
is not true.  They're the same popcorn, pirate corn or popcorn.  In other countries are called millo, corn rositas, pururú,
pop, canchita, canguil, pororó, cotufas, chickens, poporopos, chivitas, corn goats, tote corn, pipocas, rosettes, roses,
threads, tostones, or cocalecas.

pochoclos
In Argentina it is the name they give to crispetas, pyre corn, popcorn, corn rosettes or corn rosettes.  They are also
called there pororós.  Roasted corn. 

pochola
In Colombia it is a very popular and colloquial way of calling beer.  Pola, chicha, cheve, sour, bitter.

pocholo
It means beautiful, attractive, beautiful, beautiful.  In Colombia colloquially, beer drinker, drunk, beodo, brewer (we also
tell beer we pochola). 

pochuela
Girl of Latin origin living in United States ( It is a derogatory and discriminatory term ). Mozuela. Girl. Young girl. Manita.
Youthful. Diminutive of Pocha. It is also used to determine a girl weak, fat and loose meat.

pocilga
It means very sloppy and unkempt housing or room.  Razorfen, pigpen, stable, pigsty.  Room very unsightly, unhygienic.

pocillado
It is the amount of liquid to something you want to measure that fits in a well.



pocima
The correct term is potion, with tilde.  Mean concoction or prepared from herbs.  Preparations of herbs that are used in
witchcraft or sorcery.

pocinocultura
It can be a way of referring to the rearing of pigs.  It is more suitable porciculture. 

pocion
Mean drench, potion, concoction, filter.  Ready cooked from macerated herbs.  It may be to cure ills or to do witchcraft or
spells.  Socket.

pocky
It is the name of a game of Japanese origin ( pocky game).  It's like a sweet stick or chocolate elongated cookie.  A
couple grabs the cookie at each end with their lips and they eat slowly until the lips make contact.  It ends in a kiss. 
Chocolate biscuit or candy in Europe is known as mikado.

pocomchi
Pocomchí is more suitable.  It is the name of an indigenous Guatemalan people and also of the language they speak. 
They belong to the Maya family. 

pocoyo
It is one of the common names given in Central America to a night bird.  It is also known as chotacabras, cuyeo, añanga
or gallinaciega.  Its scientific name is Nyctidromus albicollis and belongs to the family Caprimulgidae.  

pod
POD stands for "Payable On Death".  which means "payable at death" in Spanish.  It's a banking term.  It is the name of
a U.S. Nu Metal musical group.

podadoras
It is the tool that is used to make pruning.  There is soil or lawn mowers and them of foliage or branches.  There are
mechanical and manual.

podager
Podager or podagro is the name of birds belonging to the Caprimulgidae family.  Podager and Chordeiles is the name of
the taxonomic genus and are therefore synonymous.  They are popularly known as añaperos, ynacles, aguaitacaminos,
chotacabras.  

podamos
We may be pruning inflection or inflection of power. Pruning this inflection in the present and first person plural. We can
the trees. For the inflection of power acts as auxiliary verb or as first person plural subjunctive mode: we can perhaps
see fall to Maduro.

podálica
In medicine is a position or presentation of a fetus at birth, in which the feet first appear.  It is also called the maneuver
performed by the tocologist to facilitate the birth of this newborn.  It seeks to join the baby's chin with his chest and hold



his neck, to avoid injury.  Relative to the foot . 

podemista
It is the way to call a militant of PODEMOS, name of a political party of the Spanish left. 

podemita
It is the way to identify or announce each member of the Spanish political party PODEMOS. 

podemonguer
The Podemonguer are " an operetta snorts heiress of the worst of mankind ". It refers to representatives of Podemos,
PSOE and its political allies in the Spanish Parliament.

podenco
In Colombia it is another way of calling the ocelot, maracayá or canaguaro, a feline of scientific name Leopardus
pardalis.  It belongs to the family Felidae.  Colloquially guards, vigilant. 

poder
It means strength.  energy, vigor, strength, power.  Gift of command, authority, power, supremacy.  It can also mean
influence, license, authorization.  Having the ability or empowerment to do something. 

poderhabientes
People who have representativeness of someone by power in a meeting or in an assembly.  Authorized, replaced .

poderosa
It means that it has a lot of power.  Strong, vigorous.  It is also a way to call a player of the women's team of Deportivo
Independiente Medellín.  Bloated or fanatical of the DIM .  concerning Deportivo Independiente Medellín . 

poderoso
It means that it is strong, that it has strength, that it has power or that it has power.  Nickname given in Colombia to the
soccer team Deportivo Independiente Medellín. 

podio
It means scaffolding, platform or arming for award.  Highlights for the most important or winners.  It means pedestal,
platform, base that is placed to put on top a bust, sculpture or image.  Base of the window or windowsill .  It can also be
called base, stand or comb.  

podofilia
It means an appreciation or fascination for the feet or lower extremities.  Attraction to the feet. 

podología
It is the science that studies the feet and their conditions. 

podos



Podos or I podo, a prefix, and sifijo of Greek origin that means foot, leg.  Examples of use: Chiropodist (medical
specialist in foot injuries) and nickname (without legs).  It has the suffix - fart which means the same as Variant: foot, leg.
 Biped (two feet, two feet) example.

podredumbre
It is the result of the decomposition of organic matter.  Action or effect of rot.  Corruption of living matter.  By extension it
stands for corruption.   Corruption, contamination, rot.

podrido
It means broken.  It has been damaged or corrupted by the action of microorganisms.  Rotten, broken, corrupt,
contaminated, rotten.  Inflection of pruning or pruning. 

poena cullei
It's a Roman locution that means Sack Punishment or Sack Punishment.  It was a punishment for the parricides.  The
condemned man was put in a leather bag, sometimes with animals (especially snakes) and thrown into the water.  Later
he went on to throw the condemned man into a moat with beasts and finally for the bonfire. 

poesía
Composition or work of poets.  It is a type of literary work, written in verse and subject to measurement and rhyme. 
Inspiration of the poet .  Poem. 

poesías
Plural of Poetry .  It means poems, verses.  Literary composition of great beauty that is written in verses and subjected
to measure and rhyme. 

poetuitero poetuitera
He writes short poems by Tweeter .  Romantic person who writes verses on the social network. 

pogo
It is a toy, also called jumping stick or kangaroo (it is a horizontal stick with handles and spring).  In the same way it is
called a type of strong or heavy rock dance, which consists of making frantic jumps in one place and placing arms and
elbows to handle protective barriers.

pogonofobia
It is the annoyance or aversion to beards. 

pogromo
It's a term of Russian origin.  It means devastation destruction, killing, annihilation, looting.

poguear
It means dancing jumping in the street or at a concert.  Dancing pogo.  Jump in the pogo or jumper (game also called
kangaroo).

poinsett



Poinsett is incorrectly written and should be written as "Poinsett ( is a surname )." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Poinsett.  It is the surname of a botanist.  Physician and statesman American, called Joel Roberts Poinsett. 
Dedicated to him the name of the Poinsettia or Flor de Navidad.  He was the first Ambassador of United States in
Mexico and Senator several times by North carolina.

poiquilotermo
It is a type of organism, usually microbe, that adapts to any type of temperature.  It acquires the temperature of the
medium in which it is located.  An organism that adapts or takes the temperature of the medium where it is.

poke
It is the name of a typical dish of Hawaiian gastronomy.  It's essentially a salad with pieces of fish.  In native language it
means cut .  In Computing is a BASIC language statement and is used to sort a particular data from being stored in
memory. 

polaco
It means he's originally from Poland.  Born in Poland, living in Poland or related to Poland.  In Colombia, nickname of a
former football player, named Alvaro Escobar Hoyos. 

polaina
It is a protective shell of leather or thick fabric to protect the leg and which covers the boots.  They are used by riders.  It
is used more in the plural.

polam
Polam is the name of a school of nursing in Bedfordshire, England.  Also in Colombia stands for a company that
produces polymers laminates: Polam Ltda.

polana
It means that it originates or that it is related to Pula, a city in Croatia.  Name assigned to an asteroid ( 142 ) .  Gentilicio
of the people born in Pula ( Croatia ). 

polanski
Last name of a French filmmaker named Roman Polanski.  Polanski was born in Poland and is of Jewish origin. 

polarización
Forming two forces or blocks totally (or radically) opposite.  Split or split effect that causes one part to go to one end and
another to the other.  Formation of two very separate and irreconcilable parts.  Try to be as distant as possible from
others, go to the poles or to the ends.  In physics it is an electrical effect in which the charged particles form a positive
pole and a negative pole.  It is also the term used to define the process of covering glass with a special film to allow
clear vision in one direction and prevent or regulate it in the other (In one sense you can see and in another not).

pole dance
In Colombia we translate it as dance of the tube (they are terms of the English language).  Sensual dance in which a
vertical tube or bar is used to support acrobatics and jumps. 

poledance



It's a type of dance in bar or in a vertical tube.  It can also be considered as a gymnastic or acrobatic routine in a vertical
tube and accompanied by special music.  Tube dancing.  This is an English language term. 

polemología
It is a social science dedicated to the study of war and social conflicts.

poleolitico
The correct term is Paleolithic, with tilde.  It is a most ancient period of prehistory in which the man made of stone, bone
or wood utensils.

poliandria
Polyandry is a type of union or marriage between a woman and several men.  Type of legal union between a woman
and several husbands.

polichada
In Colombia it means waxed, shone or emberated.  Process by which wax or bitumen is applied to shine .  It may refer
to waxing the car or footwear.

polichar
It is a type of maintenance to paint the vehicles to give it the appearance again.  Special products are applied to it, which
in addition to waxing and shining the paint, correct and erase scratches. 

policho
It's a polychar inflection.  In Colombia it means to shine, wax, to ram.  Cover a surface with wax in order to shine it.  On
the Atlantic Coast they also say grease. 

policiales
Members of the police force.  Cops.  Plural of police, relative to the police. 

policía
It is the security force in charge of monitoring public order and taking care of the life, honor and property of citizens. 
Person who belongs to the police force.  Who watches, who cares. 

policía montada
It is a kind of special in Canada police.  Canadian Federal and national police.  They act much mounted on horses.  The
official name is the Real mounted police of Canada, is Royal Canadian Mounted Police.  It is also the name of a movie. 
In Colombia there is something similar, called police.

policontusa
It means that he suffered or suffered several bruises or blows. 

policontuso
It refers to the person who has multiple bruises, probably due to an accident or a beating.  He received a lot of blows on
various parts of the body. 



policromatico
policromatico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Policromatico" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
polychromatic.  It means painted many colors, iridescent, Pigmented.  Giving signs of various colors and bright.

polidactilia
Etymologically it means many fingers.  In Medicine and Anatomy it is a congenital anomaly that consists of the existence
of supernumerary fingers on hands and feet.   This malformation can occur in several, all or only one of the limbs. 

poliétnica
From several different ethnic groups.  From aborigines from different families or backgrounds.

polifemo
Polyphemus is incorrectly written and it should be written as Polyphemus ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Polyphemus ( 41 own name;.  The name of a Cyclops of the second generation, perhaps the most
famous of all. is  Its name means " many words ".   He was son of Poseidon and the nymph Thoosa.  It appears in
several classic works of ancient Greece.  Polyphemus was also the name of one of the Argonauts.

poligástrico
It means that it has several stomachs.  It is one of the special characteristics of ruminant animals. 

poligenigenista
poligenigenista is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Poligenista" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Poligenista.  Also referred to as Polygenism.  It is a thought, theory or doctrine that says that the different human races
are different lineages.  Etymologically the word means different or different origins.

poliginia
Man who has many wives.  It is a type of marriage union where the man has several wives. 

poligono
The correct term is polygon, with tilde.  It is a geometric figure that is bounded by several straight lines coming together
(three or more).  It has of course many angles and various vertices.  .

polilla
Lepidoptera or small butterflies of nocturnal habits.  Pests of clothing or wood.  Harmful insects.  Nickname of a
Uruguayan footballer named Jorde Da Silva .

polillas
Plural of moth .  Lepidoptera or small butterflies of nocturnal habits.  Pests of clothing or wood.  Harmful insects . 

polimatia
Quality that some people have, that of possessing in-depth knowledge on many subjects and different subjects. 
Wisdom, wiseness. 

polimatía



It is a type of knowledge that encompasses many knowledge sciences.  Wisdom, knowledge, erudition.  Who knows or
learns a lot. 

polinesia
It means many islands or many islands.  Name of a large set of small islands that are located in the Pacific Ocean. 

polinesia
It means many islands or many islands.  Name of a large set of small islands that are located in the Pacific Ocean. 

polinesia
It means many islands or many islands.  Name of a large set of small islands that are located in the Pacific Ocean. 

polio
It is the common way to call the disease known as polio.  Polio is a viral disease that can generally paralysis partially or
completely. 

polipeptidica globulina
Globulin in biochemistry polypeptide is a 40 long-chain protein; enough amino acids ) It is insoluble in water.

poliplejia
Multi-member paralysis, multiplejia .  Impossibility to move several of the limbs due to neurological problems.

polipote
It is the name of a literary figure in which various forms of a word are used by changing their flexive morphemes. 
Derivation , etymological figure . 

poliracial
It means of many races.  That in it there are many races.  It has many breeds. 

polisandro
It is the name of a very fine wood.  It is apploathed by its beautiful color and veining.  It is also known as rosewood or
rosewood.  In South America it is obtained from trees such as Jacaranda, Pavito, Payandé or Gualanday.  Its scientific
name is Jacaranda mimosifolia of the family Bignoniaceae .  In Brazil it is also extracted from the Dalbergia cearensis of
the fabaceae family, which is also called violet stick.  In Africa it is called Polisandro the Guibourtia ehie of the fabaceae
family.

polisemia
It is a peculiarity in our language, that allows that many words have several meanings.

polisèmica
polisemica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Polisemica" as meaning:<br>Polysemic is a word that has
many meanings. Our language is very common so it sometimes becomes complicated even for ourselves. Let us
remember that in our language we have Latin, Greek, Arab, roots also there is Mexica, Quechua, Mapuche, and Caribs.



polisémico
It means word of several meanings.  Word of many meanings.

polisíndeton
In literature he is a figure of speech.  It consists of repeating several times one or several conjunctions within the same
sentence, with the intention of giving greater emphasis or force to what is said. 

politas
In Colombia, colloquially means beers.  Plural of polita ( beer ).

politeísmo
It is a kind of religious doctrine in which the existence of various gods is believed. 

politólogo
He is a person who has done university studies in Political Science.  Knowledgeable in depth on political issues

politraumatismo
It means that he suffers several different traumas, caused in the same accident.  Various injuries on various parts of the
body. 

politraumatizado
A patient presenting trauma in various parts of the body.  He received blows in several parts.  With multiple trauma or
shock.

polixena
Polyxena is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 women; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It was the
name of a Princess of Troy, daughter of Hecuba and Priam.  Polixène.

polizonte
In Colombia, is a person who intends to travel for free and hidden in a ship.  Clandestine travellers.  It may be in a boat,
train or plane.  The aircraft usually hide in landing gear.  It is more appropriate to say stowaway or polizona, as the case
may be, as multipart COP is a pejorative way to call a police.

polígamo
A person who practices polygamy.  A person who has several wives at the same time. Form of marriage consisting of a
man and several women.  Polygyny.  In the case of the woman having multiple husbands, is called polyandry.

políglota
Person who is fluent in several languages.  You know the reading, writing and grammar of several languages. 

polígono
Closed geometric figure that has several sides.



polígono irregular
In geometry, it is a polygon that has no equal sides.  Polygon having sides of different dimensions.

polímata
It means scholarly, wise.  A person who has in-depth knowledge of many different areas of science.  You know about a
lot of subjects. 

político
Person who is dedicated to the profession of politics.  It can also refer to the administrative division of a country.  In our
Colombian case, the division is by Departments. 

polk
Polk is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Polk ( is a surname )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Polk.  It is an American surname.  Last name of the President No.  11 of the 40 United States; James Knox Polk ).

polla
Colombia is a young woman.  Type of large, hairy spider eating small animals.  Female chicken.  Hen in youth state that
has not started to lay eggs.  Type of bet that intends to guess the markers of a party.  Gambling, betting, lottery game. 
Lepidopteran insect that is quite stinging Caterpillar.  Also in Central America is spittle, sputum.

pollazo
Chicken augmentative.  In Colombia it can be a young rooster.  We also say chicken to a very poisonous caterpillar, so
can be a chicken bite.

pollera
In Colombia outside the wide and long skirt of the cumbiamberas, it is also a type of giant spider or tarantula.  Relative
to chickens or cocks, i.e. juvenile animals of hens and roosters. 

polleras
Plural of chicken.  In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast long skirts of colors and adorned.  They are used
more as typical costumes or in folk dances.

pollería
In several American countries it is a chicken broide.  Restaurants where the specialty is the sale of chicken in a variety
of dishes.

polleron
It's more appropriate, pollerón, always with an accent.  Big skirt .  Long and wide skirt worn by women in typical dances
and carnivals or also for horseback riding. 

pollerones
They are typical dresses made colorful chintz especially for events carnavalezcos or folk.  Long dresses for dances. 
The term is used in Colombia and Panama.  Large or long skirts.  Dresses for the cumbiamberas.



pollete
Although it can be considered a derogatory chicken, that is, chick, chick, also in some parts of Spain it is called chick to
the base, armrest or quicio of a window or to the base or quicio of a door, which is usually made of marble. 

pollino
In Colombia is a juvenile of donkey or ass.  Asnito, donkey, donkey, donkey.  Small donkey, donkey breeding.

pollita
Tiny cock.  Breeding a hen, female and very small.  In Colombia it means very young, referring to a girl or teenager. 
Almost girl, young woman.

pollo
In Colombia, boy, young man.  Youthful-looking person.  Nickname of Colombian musician, composer and accordionist
Israel Romero.  Nickname with which he met former Colombian President Alfonso López Michelsen.

polluela
Derogatory and diminutive cock.  They are very common gruiform waterfowl in Colombian wetlands.  They have bills
and very long legs.  They belong to the family Rallidae, their scientific name is Aramides cajanea.  It has other common
names like Water Cock, Cotara, chiricote or Tingua.

polocha
In Colombia and in a derogatory way, it means police or policewoman.  Also in the same way it is called chota or tomba.

poloche
It is a type of garment, also called a t-shirt and that has several buttons on the neck.  In Colombia and especially in the
departments of Tolima and Huila it is a surname of indigenous origin (Pijao). 

polola o pololo
It's a piece of clothing.  They are usually shorts and panches used by children or also women under the skirt (especially
by dancers). 

pololo
It's a way to call shorts or mochos.  Bloomers.  It also means bumblebee, an insect. 

polondera
polondera is incorrectly written, and should be written as La Polonera.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is the
Polondera.  It is the name of a mountain or Hill of 1388 meters, ecotourism and historical importance, located in the
province of Teruel, Spain.

polonia
It is the name of a European country that is part of the European Union.  Its capital is Warsaw.  Name of a river in
Europe.  Name of a Wisconsin location in the United States.  Name of a Chilean locality.  Name of an asteroid. 

polonuevero



You mean Polonuevo, a town in the Atlantic Department of Colombia.  It is currently a municipality and is part of the
Barranquilla metropolitan area.  It comes from Polonuevo, which is native to Polonuevo. 

polop
Polop or Polop de la Marina is a municipality of the community of Valencia ( Spain ) located in Alicante.

polpo vuh
polpo vuh is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Popol Vuh" being its meaning:<br>The term is misspelled,
correct Popol Vuh. It is the name of the that describes the mythological traditions of the Quiché Mayan culture ( Creation
of the world, of man, maya thought ). It can be translated as book of tips. Sacred book of the Mayas. It was the first
painted book.

poltra
Mean lines, bedding (sheets, sobresabanas and covers).  In Catalan it means filly, filly and horse.

poltrona
In Colombia is a very puffed Chair.  Chair with armrests and fluffy.  Low wide Chair with cushion.

poltronería
Few desire to do anything or lack of interest.  It means carelessness, neglect, leave, abandonment, indifference,
negligence.  It is quite the opposite of interest or care.

poltrón
In Colombia it is a kind of stabbed sofa.  Armchair.  Very snuffy chair, comfortable.  Chair with armrests and fluffy.  Low
and spacious armchair with cushion.  By lazy extension.  lazy, idle, relaxed, quiet. 

polvareda
A lot of dust raised by the wind especially in summer. 

polvero
Small particles of dry land that raises the wind, large amounts of dust, dust.  Polvero or powder is a cosmetic element
used by the ladies to put on make-up.  It is the name of a group of dances in Pereira (Colombia).

polvito
Diminutive of dust .  Dust, tiny particles of dry matter.  In a vulgar way, sexual act (usually casual). 

polvorería
A polvorería is the business which manufactured or sold gunpowder.  They are quite dangerous sites because of the risk
of explosion or fire.  Site works where the polvorero.

polvorero
A person who manufactures or sells gunpowder or fireworks.



polvorete
Name of a Colombian tropical song (Cumbia), composed by the maestro Manuel Salvador Gonzalez Bedoya has been
interpretaga by Lizandro meza, Alfredo Gutiérrez and la Sonora Dinamita.  Also referred to as the midnight Bliss or the
Rooster goes up.  There is a version sung by Vicente Fernández.

polvorientos
Plural of dusty .  It's got a lot of dust.  Places where the wind through the dryness of summer raises dust. 

polvorín
Place where weapons, supplies and explosives are stored.  Arsenal, armory, santabárbara, warehouse, warehouse,
cloth. 

polystictus
Lots of stains.  It means with many stains of different colors.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Tyrannidae.  They are found in South America in scattered groups.  They are known by the names of bearded tachuan
or flycatcher.

polytelis
It means sumptuous, magnificent (in some texts translate as several ornaments).  It is the name of a genus of birds
belonging to the family Psittaculidae.  It consists of 3 species of Australian parakeets, known as regent parakeet, superb
parakeet and princess parakeet.

polytmus
It means very valuable, highly esteemed, highly valued.  It is the name of a genus of South American hummingbirds in
the family Trochilidae.  There are 3 species of hummingbirds, of which 2 have been found in Colombia (P .  guainumbi,
which is the golden hummingbird, plain or eye mask hummingbird and P.  theresiae, called Teresa hummingbird,
coliverde hummingbird or Slavic hummingbird).

pom
It is the abbreviation of a thermoplastic product used in engineering.  It corresponds to the 40 polyoxymethylene; 41
POM; also known as polyacetal, acetal and polyformaldehyde.

poma
WAD of cotton.  Terry cloth that women use to apply cosmetic powders.  Soft fabric.  Stone of volcanic origin (pumice
stone).  It is also a way to call Apple.

pomada
In Colombia it is a topical medicine.  Untura, ointment.  Being in the ointment means being privileged, being with those
who make decisions or have the power.  Be friends with the rulers.

pomar
Places where apple or peach crops exist.  Fruit.  Milk brand in Bogota . 

pomarrosas
They are the fruits of the tree of the Pomarroso.  Its scientific name is Syzygium jambos and belongs to the family



Myrtaceae.  Although it is of Asian origin, was introduced into America by the Spaniards, became naturalized, and is
currently an invasive species, especially in Cuba.  Its fruits are a few balloons, sweet, soft and flavored with roses.  Its
flowers are in a corymb.

pomatorhinus
It means that it has a nose with a lid (refers to the upper jaw being larger than the lower one).  It is the name of a genus
of birds belonging to the family Timaliidae.  They are found only in Asia south of the Himalayas.  They are known as
scimitars or pillory.

pomatostomus
With your belly covered.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Pomatostomidae.  They are known as
garrgles.  It is found in Australia and New Guinea.

pomba
Pomba is a word of Portuguese language and means pigeon, Turtle Dove, wood, zuro.

pomo
It is the name given to a small glass or metal container and is used to contain small amounts of liquids or oils.  Glass,
bowl.  In Botany are the flowers with inferous ovary welded to the receptacle.  Name given to a fruit of rosacea plants. 
Apple or apple tree. 

pomodoro
In Italian language it means tomato.   It is also a method or technique to improve the management of time spent
developing an activity (study or work).  It was devised by Francesco Cirillo 40 years ago.  Using timer, you work or study
in periods of 25 minutes, with intermediate breaks of five.  It's also the name of a tomato sauce. 

pompa
It means luxury, solemnity.  Fastuosity, boato, ostentation.  It is also a way to call a bubble, pump or ampoule of air,
usually in the foam of water or soap. 

pompaelo
It was the ancient name of a city founded by Pompey in Tarragona.  It is equivalent to the current Pamplona, Province of
Navarre.  You can translate City of Pompey. 

pompeya
Name of ancient Italian city that was destroyed in the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, near Herculaneum.

pompis
In Colombia buttocks, butt, tail. 

pompo
In Colombia it means blunt, which lacks cutting edge.  It doesn't cut.  In Colombia and especially in orinoquuia, it is a
way of calling chig.iro, carpenter, rumsoco or capibara.  Its scientific name is Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris and belongs to
the family Cavidae .  It's the biggest rodent in the world.



poncea
Inflection of poncear .  In Chile it is a way of calling the arrumacos, groping or caresses, between young couples. 
Docking, approaches and caresses. 

ponchar
In Colombia means catch, discover, surprise, fish.  Find someone with "hands in the dough" that is, doing something
wrong.

ponche
In Colombia it is an action of punching.  In the game of baseball is to complete an out, with a third strike.  It is also a
drink that is prepared with various fruits and some liqueur.  Punch can also be the name of a rodent or close-up
approach with a specially TV or cinema camera (in this case it is derived from punch, a word in English, which can mean
focusing, hitting or hitting in the face).

ponchera
In Colombia is synonymous with Plato, basin, basin, balcony.  It is a circular container that is used for washing clothes or
washing hands and face.  It can be of different materials such as aluminum, brass, plastic, pewter.  It can also be a pot,
Cup, pot or container where he prepares the punch.

poncho
Colombia is a garment similar to a poncho but it is thin, soft fabric and cotton.   Apocope and familiar way to call Alfonso.
 Artistic name of an interpreter of vallenato music Colombia (singer and composer): "poncho" Zuleta.  His full name is
Tomás Alfonso Zuleta Díaz.  Gabriel García Márquez, affectionately said to her "tin throat" by his powerful voice.

ponciana
Ponciana is a tree of the Fabaceae family, its scientific name is Royal POINCIANA. Known as the nobres of Flamboyan,
Framboyán, Acacia Girardot ( in Colombia 41. Although it is native to Madagascar, adapted very well in the hot climates
of Colombia. It blooms in summer with bunches of red color on. The fruit is a pod of about 60 cm, which when it dries
you can use as maracas.

ponciano
Ponciano is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ponciano ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Ponciano ( 41 own name;.  It is a male, of Latin origin name.  The name of the 18th Pope of the Catholic Church.
 He was the first Pope to renounce his inauguration and who imposed the salutation Dominus vobiscum ( The Lord be
with you ).

ponderación
Mean rating score.  It is also synonymous of sanity, moderation, moderation, common sense also means counterweight,
balance, balance, equality, praise, praise, praise, loa.

ponderosas
It means that they are very heavy.  It also means sensible, measured, serious, circumspect.

pondo
In the South of Colombia, especially in Cauca and Nariño, it means cauldron, large pot. 



poner a uno en el disparadero
In Colombia we say " Put Cannonball " or " meat the grill ".  It means put it at risk, endangered.  Risk it.

poner cebo
In Colombia and especially in the center of the country, it means disturbing, tiring, bother, annoy, generate disgust,
hastiar, dar Tin, give lora, irritate.

poner contra las cuerdas
It means put it in trouble, leave him in difficulties.  Cornering, attack.

poner coto
In Colombia it means to control, manage, regulate.  It is to put an end to something that is damaging to others and no
one does anything to stop it.  Attend a situation for a solution soon.

poner el gorro
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander it means to annoy, to annoy. 

poner en ascuas
The word embers means braised, embers, fire, fire. Put in embers or have on tenterhooks in Colombia means interest,
keep attentive, and arouse curiosity. Leave or have someone absorbed. Generate concern, concern.

poner los nervios de punta
Alter or exasperate in great degree a person. Curl, get nervous, worry, panic, empavorecer.

poner los pelos de punta
It means exasperate, despair, irritate, inflame, infuriate, upsetting, indignant, Excite, exacerbate.

poner los puntos a las íes
Make things very clear.  Establish the definitive rules of game.  Make clear demands.  Put conditions.

poner pegas
In Colombia put stick or stick is that making jokes.  Taunt, joke, banter, disappointment.

poner peros
It means making objections, demonstrating dissatisfaction with something, generating obstacles.  Object, refute, argue,
dispute, repair. 

poner tierra de por medio
In Colombia is retire, move away, distancing itself from something or someone, either for safety or out of spite.  Isolated.

poner un techo
Set the highest top.  limit from above.   Setting a limit so that it does not raise or grow more.



poner verde
Do put pale, enrage or frighten someone.  The term " Make green with envy " It means to humiliate someone with
something that he wants to and has not been able to get.  Make feel envy.

ponerse alguien los pantalones
In Colombia it means to have character, impose authority, know how to command, to govern.

ponerse de pie
It means standing, standing up.

ponerse trucha alguien
In Colombia means being attentive, alert, watchful, careful, wary, watchful, wake up eye.  It also said colloquial way "be
fly".

ponga
Don is the name of a city in Burkina Faso.  Don is the name of a native silver tree ferns from New Zealand whose
scientific name is Cyathea dealbata.

poniente punto cardinal
It means West, West, place where the sun is hidden.

ponja
It may be Japan in tangled language or jargon.  In Argentina and Uruguay want to say Asian, slanted eyes, Eastern.

ponky
In Colombia it is a brand of cakes coated with chocolate and with sweet filling.  They are also a series of salt and sweet
products from our traditional brand of Colombian and sweet passages.  The word derives from ponqué, which for us
means cake, cake, cake. 

ponqué
In Colombia and Venezuela it means soft texture cake.  It is prepared with eggs, flour, sugar.  It is always coated with
sweet cream and you can add chocolate, strawberries or fruit helmets.  Cake, cake.  It has various shapes and is served
by portions (slices).  It's something infallible in all kinds of family celebration.

ponticie
The correct term is Pontiff.  It refers to the Holy Father, the Pope, to the maximum hierarch clergyman of the Catholic.

pontificado
It is the act of regency or authority over the church exercised by the Pope or Supreme Pontiff.  Government of the Pope.

pontificar
It can mean creating communication or bridges.  Also in Colombia it is used to describe an attitude of excess, of trying to
appear much more knowledge than one has.  Pretend to show yourself as learned, knowledgeable or knowledgeable



about a subject.  pretend to know more than others.  Believing that the audience or listeners are ignorant. 

pontificial
Refers to everything that says, does or thinks the Holy Father, the Pope or Roman Pontifice.pontificar means bragging
of knowing much about a topic.

pontífice
In the Catholic Church is a title given to Bishops or Archbishops of a Diocese.  By logic to the Bishop of Rome.  The
Pope is also called Supreme Pontiff.

pontín
It is a diminutive of bridge.  Small bridge .  Type of Philippine cabotage vessel, which has canvas sails and is larger than
panco. 

pontón
Bridge augmentative.  Type of bridge .  Provisional construction of wood that is made on a stream of water in order to
facilitate the passage of vehicles, semovientes or people.  In some cases it is held by floats or boats.  It can also be a
type of boat that has flat bow and stern. 

pony
It is a kind of small raised horses, which are widely used for horses for children.  It means small.  Colombia is a
colloquial form of calling a malted soft drink, known by the name Pony Malta and refers to the size of the container is
less than the normal soft drinks.  Pony football, is a soccer championship of children, a children's Championship which
takes place in Medellin (sponsored by the same drink).

ponzoña
It means toxic, toxin, poison, tosigo.  A substance that is very harmful to health and can even be deadly.  Doctrine or
practice harmful to healthy customs.  Concoction, potion.  Insidious evil.  It also means stinger in Colombia.  Barb with
which some insects such as the wasp or bee inoculate venom and also arachnids such as the scorpion, the scorpion
and the spider. 

poospiza
They are known as monteritas or dominiquis.  It is the name of a genus of finches in the family Thraupidae.  They have
bright plumage, they are insectivorous and frugivorous.  They are typical of South America.

popa
Name given to the back of a ship.  Name of a hill that is located in the center of Cartagena, in Colombia.  Name of my
grandfather's farm. 

pope
It is a title of a Russian priest of the Greek Rite.  In English, it is equivalent to Pope, Pontiff.  It is an American surname
of several characters, especially athletes, and writers.

popea
Name of Nero's second wife.  It was also known as Popea Sabina the Minor.  Name of Nero's daughter-in-law, also



called Popea Sabina the Major.

popelina
It is the name of a type of fabric, woven in cotton and thin-looking.  It is rigid and durable.  It is also called poplin. 

popero
In Peru it is the way to call the helmsman of a river boat.  Relating to the stern of a vessel.  Quer belongs to the stern. 

popi
In Colombia we use popi or popis to say poop, poop.  That the baby made your physiological need.  Popis or make popi
is defecating.  dirty ( referred to 41 babies;.

popis
In Colombia, in a colloquial way poop, poop, rila, droppings, manure, fecal matter.  It was also the name of a character
from the comedy of the Guy from the eight, characterized by a very sweet girl.

popocat
It is a word from the Nahuatl language that means steaming, that makes smoke, that throws smoke. 

popocatepetl
It is most suitable Popocatepetl.  It is the second volcano in height of Mexico, after the Pico Orizaba (Citlaltépetl or
mount of the star).  Popocatepetl in Nahuatl language means Hill that smokes, the hill that smokes, smoky Hill.

popocha
In Colombia colloquially it means fat, obese.  Type of arepa big and thick.  It also means precious.

popochas
It is a term that is used in Colombia. It is one of the affectionate ways call gorditas. Popocha is beautiful beautiful, fat fat.
In Colombia say chubby or fat ( Popochchita or popochito ) the couple, it is a sign of much affection. It also refers to
having a bulging wallet, with enough money.

popocho
In Colombia it means cheeks, large or fleshy cheeks.  Fat, plump, popocho, robust, chubby, obese, pudgy, plump.  It is
also a kind of banana short and thick, also tells COP or banana.

popol
It is a Maya word of origin, which means meeting, group, community, board.  The Popol Vuh is the name of a book of
Maya origin.

popola
It is the name of a plant and its fruit.  It is a way to call the pin, watermelon, stoning, scathing, aguamelón, albudeca,
meloan, ditch or melon of water.  Its scientific name is Citrullus lanatus and belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae.  In
various parts of the Caribbean it is a very vulgar way of referring to the female sexual organ, alluding to the interior being
red or having fluids of that color.  



poporopos
Plural of poporopo .  In Central America it is another way to call the crispetas or popcorn. 

poporro
It means very good, excellent, wonderful.  Exaggeratedly good, beautiful, cool, spectacular, fabulous, amazing.

popote
It means straw, straw, cigarette.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It is also the name of a straw that is used to make
brooms.  It's very similar to the cartilage. 

popularidad
It means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, renown, notoriety, prez, glory.  Recognition that a community in
general gives to a certain character, usually because of his good deeds.  

popularísimo
It means very popular, well-known.  Superlative popular.

popurrit
It is a mixture of several well known popular songs, performed in spate.

popurrí
In Colombia is a danceable mix of several songs or various musical rhythms.  It means mixture of rhythms (rit) popular
(popu), mixture of well-known songs.  Popurrit.

poquitero
It's the same thing as Cositeo.  That conforms to little thing or person who steals things of very little value.  That settles
with little, which is not demanding.

por anadidura
It means "and besides."  It refers to a relationship of things, defects or qualities to which something else could be added.

por añadidurs
by anadidurs it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Addition" being its meaning:<br>Anadidus, is not spelled
correctly. The right thing is addition. It means Additionally, moreover, inclusive. Increase, add, add, add.

por añanidura
It is widely used in Colombia, means " as if little " In addition.

por centual
by centual it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Markup" being its meaning:<br>It is better percentage, but
it is valid also for centual. It makes reference to proportionality compared with a hundred, is usually used in statistics or
mathematics and finance ( 41 interests;. It is the same as percentage.



por defecto
To make approximations is made by excess or default.  Intends to reach the nearest closed or exact number, in such a
way that if the fraction is greater than five point ( 0. 5 ) Gets the note or average and is called excess.  On the contrary, if
the fraction is less than five point ( 0. 5 ) He gets by default.  It is lower the note when the fraction of the average is less
than 0, 5.  It is made to avoid giving annotations or averages to many decimal places.  Detriment.

por doquier
It is an expression of type adverbial of place and means where you want, anywhere, anywhere, on all sides.  ,
everywhere, wherever, everywhere or on all sides.  Everywhere, global, universal, general.  Everywhere, everywhere.

por las malas
You mean against the will of the other.  It's the same as the Brava.  By imposition, by force, obliged.  Imposition.

por menor
In Colombia detail means circumstance, fact, detail, review, feature detail.  Detailed narration.  Most used in plural.

por un ojo de la cara
It is a colloquial expression used in Colombia to refer to something that has been extremely expensive or onerous.  It
causes a lot of damage or evil.  Laborious, difficult, expensive, onerous, expensive, burdensome, distressing.

porca
It is a word which in Italian means curse, misfortune.  It is an expression of anger (porca misery).  In Portuguese it
means sow, sow, sow.

porcelanato
Porcelain is the range of different products that exist to make plate especially in bathrooms and kitchens. Loza. They
usually include tiles, tiles and accessories as handlebars, towel racks, SOAP dishes, sanitary cups, sinks, etc.
Everything that has to do with sanitary ware.

porche
Access or main entrance of a construction.  It means gantry, portal, entrance.  It can also mean atrium, support or
colonny.

porcinos
It means related to pigs.  Cattle breeding in garages or marraneras, pigs, marranos, pigs, piglets.

porcion crural del diafragma
In Medicine it is a cross muscle structure of the chest diaphragm, which forms the aortic hyate and esophageal hiatus.  It
is a sphincter and helps prevent reflux. 

porciona
It means that it distributes or distributes proportionally the things or a food.  Portioning inflection, which means in
portions.  It can also mean twisting chopped and dry doughs. 



porculero
Annoying or annoying person.  Make others uncomfortable. 

pordiosero
In Colombia it is the same as almsman, needy, pedigree or beggar.  A person who lives on public charity or begging. 
Who asks for alms from others.  Person who lives on almsgiving. 

porfiado
It means stubborn, stubborn, persistent, insistent.  Don't decline in your intentions. 

porfiria
It can be a woman's name of Greek origin.  It means purple or also proper name.  It is also the name of an almost
always hereditary disease.  It is caused by alterations in metabolism.  Those who suffer from it are very sensitive to light
and suffer from skin problems. 

porfiriano
Relative to Porfirio .  In Mexican Politics, follower of Porfirio Díaz.  Also follower of Porfirio the Syrian philosopher.  He
agreed with porphyrate or porphyrism.  The term is also sometimes used to designate a person who promotes
vegetarianism, as Porfirio, the Syrian philosopher, was one of his first drivers. 

porfiriato
It is the time when President and dictator Porfirio Díaz ruled Mexico.  His full name was José de la Cruz Porfirio Díaz
Mori.  The exact time was thirty years and one hundred and five days, between November 28, 1876 and May 25, 1911. 
That period was also called Porfirism. 

porfirina
In Biochemistry it is the name of a very important basic substance for the formation of amino acids and proteins.  It is
considered one of the substances that indicate the existence of life. 

porfía
It means stubbornness, stubbornness, persistence, insistence.  Don't give up, don't give up. 

pornógrafa
It means that it describes in detail the passion.  Title given to Ada Miller or Corín Tellado.

poro
It is a very small hole in the skin through which sweat comes out.  Small hole, very small perforation. 

porogamia
In Biology and especially in Botany, it is the name that receives a type of fertilization.  It occurs when two hopestoofitos
are found by the penetration of the polynic tube through the mycopile, into the embryonic sac.

poroma
Poroma is the name of an a municipality and a Canton in the same municipality, in the Department of Chuquisaca, in the



Oropeza province in Bolivia.  It has about 20. 000 inhabitants.  There is also a town called Poroma in Peru, it belongs to
the District of Vista Alegre, province of Nazca, Ica Region.  In medicine, there is the term Poroma ecrine (PE).  Poroma
ecrine (PE) is a neoplasm, benign adnexal which can simulate cutaneous malignancies such as squamous cell
carcinoma clinically.

poronga
It is a vulgar way of referring to the male sexual organ of many animals, especially erection.  Penis, cock.  In Argentina it
can also mean useless, useless. 

poronguero
In Peru it is the way to call the milkman, the milk seller.  It is also a kind of pumpkin that has neck or elongation. 

porosa
You want to see that you have pores, or holes.  That presents spaces with air between its constituent matter. 

porosear
It's the same as dusting.  It's getting more porous something.  Give greater porosity to something, especially the ground.
 Mermar soil consistency.  Air the floor.  Disperse soil particles, so plants grow more easily.  By porosing the soil, it is
possible that the plants enact more easily.

poroto
In Colombia and Venezuela is a variety of small beans.  Carota, bean, bean.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris
and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

porotos
Legume nuts.  Plural of beans .  It means beans, rains, beans, caraotas, beans.  Seeds of the genus Phaseolus and the
family Fabaceae .

porpain
The correct term is Pro-pain.  Pro-pain, is the name of an American Hardcore band founded in the 90s in New York. 
Vocalist and bassist Gary Meskil and drummer Dan Richardson integrated it.

porphyrio
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Rallidae.  They are known as gallinettes, calamones.  Water
cocks, tongues, gallaretas.  It is characteristic as a great colonizer of very distant islands, so they are found almost all
over the world.  It was a Greek male name in ancient times and means purple ( color).  In Spanish it is equivalent to
Porfirio.

porquerisa
The correct term is porqueriza , with z .  It means dirty and messy place.  It is also the site or corral where pigs, pigs or
marranos are raised.  Marranera , garage . 

porqueriza
In Colombia is an enclosure where they breed pigs, hogs, pigs, swine.  We also say garage or marranera.



porqueriza
In Colombia is an enclosure where they breed pigs, hogs, pigs, swine.  We also say garage or marranera.

porra
Songs that encourage a team.  Set composed of cheerleaders or joined.

porrazo
Bulking of porro, in Spain.  In Colombia hit and fall very strong.  Blunt blow.   We also say hesitating.

porrazos
Plural of porrazo .  It means loud and resounding blows.  Totazos, stumbles, very strong falls. 

porretas
Marihuanero .  Person who uses joints or marijuana cigarettes. 

porreto
Last fig or prickly pear in Canary Islands.  Fruit of the prickly pear or tunera dried in the Sun.  In the Asturian bual is
green leaf of the onion, many times discarded (also you can call, leaves Leek or garlic).  It is the basis of the stock of
porretos.  Stew or pot of onion leaves or chives.  In Colombia it means naked, vitilingo.  I empeloto, encuerado, without
clothes.

porridge
It is a food of Scottish origin (Celtic), consisting of an oat meal.  Porridge or oat gait.  It is usually consumed at breakfast
and sometimes at dinner.

porrima
In Roman Mythology she was one of the grim reapers and also one of the helpers of the goddess of childbirth and
prophecy, called Carmenta, along with Postversa.  It is also the name of a star that belongs to the Constellation of Virgo.
 It is also called Y Virginis, Y Vir or 29 Virginis.  It is less than 40 light years from Earth.  It was also called Prose. 

porrina
It means very green or very small mies.  Stage name of a flamenco singer, also known as Porrina de Badajoz.  His full
name was José Salazar Molina.  Green leek leaf.  Usually, porrine is also called any very green fruit. 

porro
For the Spaniards is a tobacco of marijuana.  For Colombians, it is one of the most joyful and sensual rhythms.  Rhythm
musical and dance in Colombia, of sucrenas sheets.

porrongo
In Colombia it is a glass made of clay.  It can also be a type of vessel, made of cooked clay and thick material.

porrón
As in Colombia with the head we say porra, porrón means head large, Cabezón.  It is also the name of a container or
vessel of domed shape that has a handle and an open tip where you can drink a liquid.



porse
porse is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'Porce' being its meaning:<br>I think the term is Porce. It is the
name of a river in the Department of Antioquia, Colombia, where a large hydroelectric dam was built.

porso
In Mexico it means dirty pork, pig, pig or disgusting marrano.  It can be considered an insult. 

portacomida
It is a great tool that presents three or four levels of cups, cakes or pots United by two brackets that are used to
transport meals. At a level the soup, another goes dry and other juice. When they are four carry a dessert. They can be
plastic, pewter, or aluminium. They are currently little used due to the existence of more modern vessels with divisions,
which retain heat or allow to be heated in an oven microwave.

portafolios
It means folder , cover , folder , file .  A folder or wallet in which multiple documents or papers are stored or carried. 

portal
It means entrance, door, facade, hall.  It may also refer to birth, manger, portico.  In Colombia it is also the name given
to an initial station, terminal or end of the Trasmilenio. 

portarse
It means behave, Act, Act, behave, proceed.

portastro
It's a derogatory derivative of door.  Ugly or unvencised door. 

portavaso
It is a decorative attachment that is used at the table or at the bar, to place under the vessels.  Its function is to prevent
wet (and posiblermente stain) tablecloth, table or bar.  There are different materials (wood, plastic, Cork) and even
fabrics.  Coasters, cupholder.

portavocía
Function or work of the spokesperson .  Office of making announcements or giving notices.  Messaging, tout or
announce action. 

portavoz
It means the one carrying messages, messenger.  Herald, advertiser, spokesman, emissary, communicator.  That
carries messages between two sides. 

portavozas
According to Irene Montero, is a word that she invented to claim women who represent and argue on behalf of a
Community (in this case we can and supported by Adriana Lastra).  Feminine of spokespersons.

portátil



It means that it can be carried or moved from one place to another easily.  It is also a way of calling a computer or
computer that can be carried in a backpack or purse. 

porte
It means price, amount of money that is paid.  It can also mean capacity, size or appearance, appearance, air,
presence.  Inflection of carrying, which means carrying, carrying, carrying, carrying, wearing.  Also Porte, is a surname
of Catalan origin.  There is also the surname Porté .  There is line of surname Porte that is of Australian origin.  Surname
of an Australian professional cyclist named Richie Porte and nicknamed the "Tasmanian Devil". 

portento
It is something that is rare but that causes a lot of admiration.   Prodigy , wonder , miracle , phenomenon .  It can also
mean splendor, genius, eminence, luminary. 

portentoso
That causes a lot of admiration.  Something that is strange but admirable.  Wonderful, phenomenal, great, monstrous,
prodigious, miraculous, splendorous. 

portera
In Colombia it is the person (woman) who is responsible for taking care of a goal.  It may well be the goalkeeper in a
building or the goalkeeper or keeper of a women's soccer team. 

portería
checkpoint where there is a guard in charge of opening and closing the door.  Entry site or checkpoint.  In the game of
football, bow, frame, goal, surface demarcated by two parales, a stringer and a goal line that define the goal area. 

portero
It can be the person who opens and closes the door in a building.  Also in the game of football is the goalkeeper,
guardavallas, goal or goalkeeper.  Player who can in football catch the ball with his hands.  He is also called a
goalkeeper or takes care of hemp. 

portica
Derived and diminutive door.  Small door, pork.  Gate.  Row of columns, in front of a front door or entrance. 

porticón
It is the name given to an element of security and protection, for doors, balconies and windows.  It usually consists of
two pieces of any material that line the door.  There are also z-shaped foldables. 

portijo
It's a derogatory derivative of door.  door. 

portillo
In Colombia, it is a hole that animals make in the enclosures to escape.  Small door or portal.  Diminutive of door . 

portista



It can be the one who attends a door (doorman).  It can also be a transporter or carrier, the one who carries, transports,
drives, carries or carries.  carrier.  They may even be asking for protist, if so it is an ancient taxon in biology where living
beings that could not be considered animals or plants were classified. 

portlandia
Name of an IFC (Independent Film Channel) television series.  It is set in the city of Portland, Oregon.  From Portland, in
honor of Portland, in the United States.  .  Name of an asteroid ( 757 ) .  Dedicated to Portland, Oregon.  It has also
been named 1908 EJ. 

portuguesa
Portuguese is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Portuguese; it is proper name ).  being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is 40 Portuguese; it is proper name ).  It is the name of one of the States of Venezuela,
whose capital is Guanare.  Official name of Portugal ( Republic 41 Portuguese;.  Woman Lusitanian, originating in
Portugal.

porvenir
An event that is expected to occur in the future.  Future, future event.   Tomorrow, expectation, horizon, luck,
perspective.  In Colombia it is also a private pension fund. 

porzana
It is another way to call the chick, gallareta, water cock, fochas or tingua.  In Sporzana Veneto language means chick.  It
is the name of a genus of birds in the family Rallidae.  They are birds that are found all over the world and are
colonizers.

pos-data
The correct thing should be Post Data (it means last data or last data , final data).  It is usually presented as PD.  It is
what you write after you sign a letter or message.  It is very short content and refers to something important that you
forgot to comment on.

posada
It is a hostel establishment for travelers.  In Colombia it is synonymous with hotel, hostel, lodging.  In Colombia it is also
a surname of Spanish origin, common in the Antioqueña region.  In Mexico it is a traditional Christmas party.

posaderas
It means buttocks, buttocks.  Tail, tail, ass, buttock. 

posca
In Colombia it is a brand of down or cap markers.  Brand of down or acrylic markers.  They are used to draw, mark,
scrobor, paint.  Very common drink in ancient Rome, which consisted of a mixture of water and acetic acid (vinegar). 
Vinegar diluted in water.  Avinagrada water.  It was also used with past or poor quality wine.  It was considered the drink
of the legionaries. 

poschuque
It is a name given in Mexico to the placated mojarra or river mojarra.  White or light-skinned river weave.



poseso
You mean possessed, beggar, crazy, nutty.  Acting under the action of an evil spirit.  Demonized, haunted, haunted,
alienated, frantic.

poseto
In Colombia means follower, follower, fan, addicted ( hobby not drug ) or addicted. Possessed, possessed.

posey
Posey is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Posey; surname )" being its meaning:<br>It is an American
surname. Tyler Posey, is an actor and musician. Famous for his role in the series Teen Wolf ( 41 Teen Wolf;

posglacial
It means after the ice age or the ice age.  The name of a geological period .  It is also used postglacial or postglacial. 

posiciones del trombon de pistones en do
It is the way in which fingers must have in the Pistons or plungers of a trombone or tuba for issue Note DO.

posito
The correct term is pósito, with tilde on the first o.  It means barn, warehouse, cellar.  Silo.  It can also be used as
synonymous with association, grouping, joint, society, usually when referring to the union of a mutual aid group between
people of related causes or trades.

posmenstrual
Period that occurs in women after menstruation.  At this stage, the female organism increases its estrogen and the new
egg (or new eggs) matures ( n). 

posmodernidad
It is a sociocultural expression that emerged in 1980 and that seeks new forms of expression focused on individualism
and rejecting rationalism.  This artistic, social and philosophical movement is characterized by lacking ideology and
social commitment and criticizing formality and eclecticism.  It means after modernity or the modern.  The term
postmodernity can also be used. 

poso
It means cuncho, siene, zurrapa, sediment, tartar, seat.  Precipitate that forms at the bottom of a vessel with liquids. 
Tranquility, calmness, rest, stillness, rest.  Surname of Italian origin (There is also Posso ).  Inflection of posing, which
means placing, putting, depositing. 

posoperatorio
In Medicine it is the period after a surgical intervention.  The period following an operation. 

pospago
The postpaid or postpaid is a form of any service contract, in which the user agrees to pay a fixed monthly fee, after
consumption.  It is valid for services such as telephony, cable television, internet, etc.  You can even say that the
payment of public services are post-paid, because they are always paid after having consumed (water, power, gas, etc)



posquirúrgico
It is also valid post-surgical.  It is a medical term and refers to a patient's recovery period after surgery. 

posso
In Portuguese it means I can, the same as in Galician and Italian.  In Catalan it means to put, place, pose.  In Colombia
it is a surname of Italian origin.

post pubertad
It is the period of youthful development, post-puberty.  Youth. 

posta
In the Llanos of Colombia, post, stick up close.  In athletics relay race.  In those same competition is also called post to
the element or witness that the runners are passed to show the contact.  Posta is also a large slice of meat.  Site where
in the old aftergets changed their rides to continue their journey.

postal
It means relating to mails or parcels.  That is delivered to your home.  It is sent by post or courier. 

postdada
The postdata can be abbreviated as P . D.  It is a short text that is written in a letter after you have signed and usually
contains something important that you forgot to try.  Additional data .

postdeposicional
This has nothing to do with crap Ines, please. This is a highly technical process, which aims to analyse what to do or
how the environment of waste must be handled after it was arranged ( Management of landfills ). They seek to eliminate
environmental risks subsequent to a provision. Study of processes postdeposicionalesde structures of combustion: an
experimental proposal in outdoor homes and shelter, management experimental work focuses on the structures of
combustion 40 morphotectonic changes; 41 AC; simple and differential preservation of waste combustion in two
contexts ( 41 ash handling;

postear
It can mean mail, send .  Also pay a bell for mail service.  In some parts of America it means placing poles on a fence,
fencing, amojonar. 

postema
In Ecuador and Southern Colombia it means abscess, matter, pus.  Apostema . 

poster
The correct term is poster, always with tilde.  It means sign, poster, poster, advertisement, notice. 

postergar
It means postponing, leave to do next, postpone, defer, delay, delay.

posternar



Posternar in Colombia is the same delay. Leave to do something after expected. Delay, delay, delay, postpone, differ,
dilate, extend, stop, stop, stop. Make or execute something in a later than the planned time.

postigo
Postigo is the surname of a Spanish footballer who plays in the defence in the Levant.  His full name is Sergio Postigo
round and was born in Madrid.  Postigo also means door camouflaged or invisible, secret door, shutter.

postin
The correct term is postin, with tilde.  It means boastful, pompous, with boasting or ostentation.  Boasting, luxury, vanity,
elegant, with distinction.

postprandial
It is a blood test that is done to patients two hours after having consumed food, with the end of knowing how sugar or
glucose levels occur.  Preprandial is usually done before, either before eating.  These two tests give parameters to the
doctor to determine how the patient assimilates sugars and in what proportion they pass into the bloodstream.  It is
widely used especially in patients with diabetes.

postraron
It is an inflection of bow or prostrate.  It means kneel, kneel, bow, Revere.

postraumático
Sequels or delayed effects of a violent incident.  It means after the trauma.  They are usually mental or psychological
type.

postre
Snack, usually sweet that is served at the end of a meal.  To the latest.  In the end.  The last, last, later, to finish. 
Colophon. 

postrimerías
It means final moments, last times, end, last moments.  Near the end or finish.  Before we finish.

postulantado
It is a period of time equivalent to one year, in which an applicant makes the request or demand to be accepted as a
candidate (or candidate) to be accepted as religious.  Trial period for aspiring novices.  In this period, the applicant
participates in the activities of novitiate or seminary to seek adaptation. 

posturas
It means position, placement, location, situation.  It can also mean attitude or pose, offer, offering, bidding, agreement,
pact or agreement.

posu
Posu, or the posu in Asturian language means Poso, coffee grounds which is poorly cast, stools that are at the bottom of
a vessel. Constancy. Seriousness, sense. In Colombia we say grounds, sediment.



potaje
Food or food very well prepared.  It means dish, food, food, delicacy, food, sustenance.  It is used more in plural.  It's
nice to eat it.  Stew or food prepared with care and quality.  Special Dish of Easter with chickpeas, cod and spinach in
Spain.

potala
The correct term is Potala ( 41 own name;.  The Potala is home to the Dalai Lama.  It is the maximum expression of
Tibetan architecture: Temple of Lhasa.

potamofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of rivers and water currents. 

potamomania
The Potamomania is the excessive love for rivers or streams or running through the water.

potarita
In Colombia, in the Department of Boyaca, is a cup or totumita where were milking milk to drink raw.  It is the opposite of
a potarota, which is a bowl, large cup or large gourd.

potádromo
It is the name given to fish that only migrate in freshwater.  Fish that run down rivers.  It runs through the rivers.  An
example is common trout.

potámide
In Greek mythology it was a river nymph or naiad.  Each of them was a benefactor of humanity, a lover of the gods and
maintained the fertility of the soil and nature. 

pote
Especially in Tolima in Colombia, we say pot someone fat, obese. Pot in Colombia is also a vessel, usually plastic where
come the beauty creams that women wear.  Jar.

poteca o ahuyama
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander Poteca is told to ahuyama puree, shoe or pumpkin, so you
could consider synoid words.  Typical Santanderean dish, which can be consumed with hogao and meats.  It is clarified
in many parts the mashed potato is also called potato poteca, so poteca means for many puree.

potencial
It means it can appear or manifest at any time.  That exists even if it is hidden or not noticeed.  Hidden, secret, hidden. 

potentado
It means he has power and wealth.  It is powerful or that has power.  Powerful.  Owner of many goods and wealth.  Rich,
tycoon, millionaire, wealthy, opulent, powerful.

poternar



poternar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Delay, posternar." being its meaning:<br>I think that they ask
for Posternar or delay. Posternar in Colombia is the same delay. Leave to do something after expected. Delay, delay,
delay, postpone, differ, dilate, extend, stop, stop, stop. Make or execute something in a later than the planned time.

potestad
It is the ability or power of every person to choose or choose freely.  It means freedom, agency, gain, will, desire, choice,
arbitration. 

potifical
potifical is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pontifical or Pontifical" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Pontifical or Pontifical.  It refers to everything that says, does or thinks the Holy Father, the Pope, or the Supreme
Pontiff.

potingue
It means concoction, potion, pharmacological preparation.  Drink prepared from weeds, very bitter taste and used as a
remedy. 

poto
It means tail, buttocks, nods, tail, ass.  Bottom of a bottle .  It is also one of the common names given to a class of
primates in the family Lorisidae (Genus Perodicticus).  They lack a tail. 

potoca
It is one of the forms of call a very common dove in Venezuela.  Also say you potoquita, Dove, Dove of the Virgin, urpila,
urpilita, tortola, ground Dove.  Its scientific name is Columbina picui and belongs to the family Columbidae.

pototo
Nickname of Argentine singer Mario D'Alessandro, of the Almendra quartet.

potra
Female foal (or filly) .  Juvenile mare that has not given offspring yet.  Filly.  A disease of some plants that is also known
as gall or hernia.  Vicente Fernandez's way of derogate from women.  .  .  .  .  .  . 

potranca
Female foal (or foal) .  Youthful mare who hasn't given off off offing up yet.  Filly.

potrerillos
Farms, estates or walking surface or small farms. Small paddocks. Minifundios.Vereda of the municipality of Ibagué.
Farm or farm of the same name and on the same sidewalk ( Colombia ). The same is true in Gigante, Huila and 40
Tunja; Colombia ). There is also a song called Potrerillos the singer Noel Petro. Also is a town in Mendoza in Argentina.

potrero
Plot of land covered in grass and fenced.  Lot where grazing animals or carcasses.  Grassland.  Lot where the Colts are
enclosed ( 41 horses;  Confined space where to graze livestock.



potrillo
Diminutive of Colt.  Newborn foal.  Male breeding of a Mare, few days old.  Nickname or artistic name of the son of
Vicente Fernández, called Alejandro.  Both are Mexican singers.

potro
In Colombia we tell Colt to the son or breeding of a Mare.  The female daughter, filly. Colt also is for us a frame that
serves as a support for a table, or Ridge Board.

potrona
It's a way of calling a big colt black or a large colt between the horsemen.  Large, little potranca.  Augmentative and
female foal.

pottoka
It is a word of the Euskera language, meaning horse, horse of little high or small.  Breeds of patian horses or dwarves,
small elevation.  Poni, Basque pony, Navarrese pony.  There are about 8 breeds, but all belong to the species Equus
caballus of the family Equidae. 

potus
It is one of the common names of an interior ornamental plant.  Its scientific name is Epipremnum aureum.  It is also
known as potos or pothos.  This common name originates from the genus name of these plants that is Pothos.  It is
native to Malaysia and belongs to the family Araceae.

pounded
It is an English word meaning hit, pounded, ground, chopped, hammered.

poveda
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin (Basque).  Used Poveda and Pobeda.  Means village of alamos, alameda.

pox
It is a liqueur distilled in stills by hand in Chispas.  It is the product of fermentation of wheat, corn and cane juice.  Type
of Mexican brandy.  It is also an English word meaning smallpox.

poyesis
It is a Word and a suffix of Greek origin meaning creation process.  At the banquet, Plato said that "Poiesis is the
process to go from not being to be".  It is synonymous with create, produce, make, make, build.

poyo
It is the same as countertop, inn or countertop (part of the kitchen). 

pozanco
It is a Spanish surname, more exactly Ávila.  José Antonio Pozanco Lancho ("Ros") not could be promoted by Cruyff at
Barcelona, by an injury to the heart.  The name of a Spanish town in Castilla y León.

pozoblanco



It is the name of a Spanish city, located in the Province of Córdoba in Andalusia.  In this place the bullfighter Paquirri
died of a horned.

pozolillo
Diminutive of pozole .  In Mexico it is the name of a typical dish, which is presented as a broth with cob kernels, corn or
tender corn.  He usually carries shredded chicken or small pieces of pork. 

pozoña
I think they're asking for a venom.  If so it is the hiveeor or stinger that have many insects.  Poison, insidia, evil.

pócima
It refers to an infusion of herbs (herbs), prepared of herbs or vegetables juices.  prepared that it does take a witch. 
Tizana, concoction, mixture, drench.

póla
Pola is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Pola; Without tilde )"being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Pola or La Pola. Colombian heroin called Policarpa Salavarrieta. Apocope of Policarpa and Apolonia. The name of a
district of Ibagué. In Colombia Pola is a colloquial way of call beer. Also to the beer told Cheve, sour, supia.

pólice
It's another way to call the big finger or thumb.

póliza
It is a written document that contains a contract that a user acquires with a company, through which a person or a good
is covered in the event of certain incidents.  Sure.  Protection against risks . 

pólux
In Greek mythology it is the name of Castor's twin brother.  They were sons of Zeus and Leda.  He was the brother of
Helen of Troy and Clitemnestra.  It was also called Polideuces or Polideuco (which means very sweet).  Name of a
shining star from the Constellation of Gemini.

pórtico
It means main entrance undercover or surrounded by columns.  Atrium, colonnade, portal, arcade.

pósito
It is a specialized construction in which grains or fruits of a harvest are deposited.  Deposit, warehouse, barn, silo, troja. 
Center or collection site, especially of grains.

póstuma
It means that it is made or is recognized him after you have died.

póstumamente
It is an adverb so that it means something the person makes after dead is generally a recognition. A student who dies
before his degree, usually posthumously titled.



ppal
It's short for principal.  In the case of companies it means parent company or head office.  The most important or large.

ppm
It is an acronym that indicates traces of something (especially salts) contained in water.  It means parts per million. 
Concentration of quantity by weight of salts contained in one liter of water. 

pra q sirbe el puente en l biologia
They refer to the bridge brainstem, also called annular protrusion or Pons.  It is intended to connect the midbrain and the
medulla oblongata with higher structures such as the hemispheres of the brain or cerebellum.

prada
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of an Italian Fashion house.  It is famous for its accessories and footwear. 

pradera
Land covered with pasture, grassland.  Flat terrain covered with meadows.

prado
In Colombia it is a municipality in the Department of Tolima.  It is a flat ground covered with grass, grass or grass.

prairie
Prairie is incorrectly written and should be written as "Prairie ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
great rejuvenation clinic established in Switzerland to the shores of Lake Geneva.

pralín
It is a chocolate cream with almonds and hazelnuts.  It is a pasta that is made for pastries and parra stuffed with
chocolates or sweets with chocolates.

prams
It is an English word which means strollers.  Plural of pram (stroller).

prangana
It means that it has no economic resources, poor.  Peeled, no money, no silver.  It is used in Mexico, Cuba and Puerto
Rico.  It is also used in other Caribbean countries. 

prank
It is a word in English meaning mockery, scrack, fret, joke, joke, guasa, jarana.  Joke. 

prao
The prao or bow is a small vessel of wood, to which is added a triangular sail.  It is used in Polynesia.  It is also called
outrigger canoe, although the word canoe is of Caribbean origin.  The word prao or bow is the Malay language.

pras



He is the stage name of Prakazrel Samuel Michel, an American rapper and member of the group The Fuguees.

pravia
Spanish municipality in Asturias. Pravia is the name of a drug which component is valproic acid.  It is used against
epilepsy and dementia. Pravia Hay is a bath and various items of beauty SOAP brand.

praviana
Relative to Pravia, which comes from Pravia, a council and a Spanish parish in Asturias.  Name of an Asturian folk song.
 Person born in Pravia . 

praxedis
It is an ambiguous name.  Males used it in Mexico and Peru.  The right thing is Praxedis or Praxedes.  It is of Greek
origin and means active and enterprising.  Figure in the Catholic Saints.

praxy
It is the name of a French company, network of regional companies specialized in the recovery and recycling of waste.

práxico
On praxis and motor movement.  Coordinated movements that seek to achieve a result or that have a defined purpose. 
Exercises or practices that are implemented to achieve a better comfort or dexterity.  Practice, training.

prea
It means roasting, discovered, caught, grabbed, caught (discovered doing wrong).  Dirty or unsasured person or person
who does not deserve our friendship, unfaithful, false, traitor.  It's another way to call wild care, mountain cuy, country
cui, apereá.  Its scientific name is Cavia aperea and belongs to the family Caviidae.  Little country rodent. 

preadolescencia
It is a stage of human development, prior to adolescence.  It is considered normal between 9 or 10 and 12 years. 
Physiological changes begin in it, especially regarding sexual development. 

preasado
It means he's been subjected to a partial roast.  Edible product that can be ingested with a light cooking or roasting. 

preámbulo
Rodeo or digression that is made before entering into matter.  Home , introduction , exordium , prefation .  Space prior to
the beginning of a narrative or exhibition. 

prebenda
It means advantage, benefit, privilege.  Very relaxed and effortless type of work.  It pays that is given to some clerics. 

prebendas
It is a trade or Ministry little difficult and lucrative. Stale or additional income to an ecclesiastical office. In Colombia is
used as a synonym for advantages, benefits, earnings, improvements, profits, utility. Productive, positive.



prebenjamín
It is the smallest category of children in many sports.  Sports initiation school.  First step in sports initiation. 

prebélica
It means before the war stage.  Pre-war.  Stage of skirmishes and threats of attack. 

prebiterio
It is a place of Catholic priests or Protestant pastors of oldest and authority, to pray or to prepare.  Place where the
oldest or oldest (of greater wisdom or greater authority) meet.  Sacred space around the altar.  It's the same as
tabernacle.

precario
It means insufficient, scarce, poor.  It can also mean uncertain, unsafe, doubtful, fragile or ephemeral, transient.

precavido
Person who acts with caution, who is prudent in acting.  He who acts prudently, who acts with caution.  That it is not at
risk.  Careful, prudent, cautious, forewarned, cautious, suspicious, sensible, moderate. 

preceder
You mean anteceder.  It means "to happen before."  Anticipate or anticipate . 

precenden
It is an inflection of the preceding. It means be, reach or come before other, precede.

precenden
It is an inflection of the preceding. It means be, reach or come before other, precede.


